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Abstract: With the growing popularity of cloud computing, data owners are increasingly opting to outsource their data to cloud servers due to the numerous benefits it offers. 
However, this outsourcing raises concerns about data privacy since the data stored on remote cloud servers is not directly controlled by the owners. Encryption of the data 
is an effective approach to mitigate these privacy concerns. However, encrypted data lacks distinguishability, leading to limitations in supporting common operations such 
as range search and access control. In this research paper, we propose a method called RSAC (Range Search Supporting Access Control) for encrypted multi-dimensional 
data in cloud computing. Our method leverages policy design, bucket embedding, algorithm design, and Ciphertext Policy-Attribute Based Encryption (CPABE) to achieve 
its objectives. We present extensive experimental results that demonstrate the efficiency of our method and conduct a thorough security analysis to ensure its robustness. 
Our proposed RSAC method addresses the challenges of range search and access control over encrypted multi-dimensional data, thus contributing to enhancing privacy 
and security in cloud computing environments. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

With the rapid development of the Internet, businesses, 
organizations, and other institutions are collecting an 
increasing amount of data [1-3]. Driven by lower costs, 
higher reliability, better performance, and faster 
deployment, an increasing number of data owners are 
willing to outsource their data to cloud servers [4-6]. 
However, cloud servers cannot be fully trusted since they 
may be attacked, compromised by competitors of data 
owners, or infiltrated by curious insiders [7-9]. Therefore, 
the privacy of outsourced data has become a significant 
concern for data owners [4, 10-12]. Data encryption is 
considered one of the most effective methods to address 
this issue. Specifically, data owners can encrypt their data 
before outsourcing it to cloud servers to prevent 
information leakage. However, encrypted data are 
indistinguishable, which makes it difficult to support many 
common operations, such as range search and access 
control. 

In recent years, numerous encryption methods [13-22] 
have been proposed to support common operations over 
ciphertexts. However, they still have limitations. Order-
preserving encryption (OPE) was first proposed by 
Boldyreva et al. in 2009, and its security analysis was later 
improved in [14]. In OPE schemes [13, 14], data are 
encrypted in an ordered manner, allowing for efficient 
execution of range searches over ciphertexts. However, 
these schemes are not very secure because the plaintexts 
can be estimated precisely by analyzing the ordering 
information of the ciphertexts. To protect the ordering 
information of ciphertexts, some bucketization methods 
[16-18, 21] were proposed. Lee et al. [21] propose an 
ordered bucketization method in which all data in the same 
bucket are encrypted as a unit, and a partial order exists 
among different buckets. As a result, range searches can be 
executed efficiently, and the ordering information of 
plaintexts can also be protected to a great extent. Zheng et 
al. [23] propose a secure range search method over 
encrypted multi-dimensional data using matrix encryption. 
Recently, Yu Zhan et al. [24] propose an efficient          
multi-dimensional data order-preserving encryption 

(MDOPE) method that uses Bloom filters, prefix encoding, 
and one-way hash functions to create a secure index for all 
multi-dimensional data. However, these schemes              
[16-18, 21, 24] do not address the issue of access control 
over ciphertexts since all users share the same secret keys. 

To enable access control over ciphertexts, numerous 
public key-based range search methods [15, 19, 20] have 
been proposed. In these methods, a user first sends a query 
request to the data owner, who verifies the user's identity. 
If the user is authorized, the data owner generates a search 
token and sends it to the user, who then sends the token to 
the cloud server to perform the range search. However, this 
procedure has some drawbacks: (i) the data owner must be 
online at all times to respond to users' search requests, and 
(ii) many cumbersome works must be performed by the 
data owner, such as verifying users' identities and 
distributing different search tokens to different users. 
Typically, both the data owner and users prefer that the 
powerful cloud servers handle all these works for them. 
Therefore, this range search procedure contradicts the 
original intention of adopting cloud servers. 

After reviewing existing methods, we have found that 
while current range query methods are efficient, they do 
not provide access control during the query process 
because all users share the same key. This means that once 
the data owner sends the key to a user, that user can query 
all ciphertexts owned by the data owner. Furthermore, 
because all users share the same key, if one user's key is 
compromised, all ciphertexts owned by the data owner 
become vulnerable. Many publickey-based range search 
methods can support access control well, users must 
communicate with the data owner to obtain a search token 
before each query, which the data owner can restrict the 
user's query scope by distributing the appropriate search 
token to the user. This results in a cumbersome query 
process that requires multiple rounds of communication 
between users and the data owner. However, supporting 
both access control and range search is crucial in many 
scenarios. In the healthcare domain [25, 26], doctors need 
to access patients' medical records while protecting 
sensitive information, such as limiting access to 
information relevant to their medical field. Similarly, in the 
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financial sector [27], bank employees need to access 
customer account information while protecting customer 
privacy, such as limiting access to specific transaction 
records. 

Given these issues, we aim to establish a search 
method that allows users to perform range queries on 
ciphertexts only within their own privileges. In this paper, 
we propose a method called Range Search supporting 
Access Control over encrypted multi-dimensional data in 
cloud computing (RSAC). In RSAC, the data owner 
defines multiple buckets, and all multi-dimensional data 
within the same bucket are encrypted using a secure 
encryption method (such as AES [28]) and stored in the 
bucket. For each bucket, the data owner constructs a bucket 
policy that can be used to verify whether a queried range 
covers the ciphertexts in the bucket and whether a user has 
privilege to access the ciphertexts in the bucket. Using the 
bucket policy and the Ciphertext Policy-Attribute Based 
Encryption (CP-ABE) method, the data owner can build a 
secure index. After creating secure indexes for all the 
buckets and generating separate secret keys for different 
users according to their privileges, a user can generate 
search tokens for queried ranges using his/her secret key. 
The user can only search the ciphertexts that meet his/her 
privileges and queried ranges. 

The contributions of this paper are listed as follows. 
(1) We construct a bucket policy and secure indexes 

over encrypted multi-dimensional data. 
(2) We propose an RSAC method that enables range 

search and access control over encrypted multi-
dimensional data in the cloud server simultaneously. 

(3) We conducted extensive experiments to evaluate 
the performance of RSAC and discuss its security. The 
experimental results demonstrate the exceptional 
performance of RSAC. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: 
Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 introduces the 
construction of our scheme. Section 4 presents the 
experimental results. Section 5 offers discussions. Finally, 
Section 6 presents the conclusions. 
 
2 RELATED WORKS 
 

Numerous methods have been proposed to support 
range search over encrypted data, including                       
order-preserving encryption methods, bucketization 
methods, Bloom filter-based methods, and public key-
based methods. 

(1) In order-preserving encryption methods [13, 14], 
all data are encrypted in a specific order. For example, 
given two numeric data points x1 and x2, if x1 < x2, then 
there exists Enc(x1) < Enc(x2) where Enc(x1) and Enc(x2) are 
the ciphertexts of x1 and x2, respectively. As a result, 
comparison operations between ciphertexts can be 
efficiently executed, enabling range search over 
ciphertexts. However, the comparison operation between 
ciphertexts risks revealing the ordering information, which 
can be exploited by attackers to precisely deduce plaintext 
values from ciphertexts. Thus, order-preserving encryption 
methods are not considered very secure. Tian et al. [29] 
introduce EAFS which enables range search over 
encrypted numerical databases while providing forward 
privacy. EAFS leverages OPE, pseudorandom function, 

and one-time pad to achieve efficiency, privacy, and 
accuracy. Chain-like search and embedded ciphertexts of 
OPE are also utilized in the scheme. However, EAFS does 
not consider the scenario of multi-users. 

(2) In bucketization methods [16, 17], the data owner 
divides all data into multiple buckets. All data within a 
bucket are encrypted using a secure encryption method 
(e.g., AES [28]). If a search range intersects with a bucket, 
all ciphertexts within the bucket are returned as search 
results. To improve the search efficiency of bucketization 
methods [16, 17], Lee et al. [21] sorted all the buckets. By 
using these ordered buckets, range search can be efficiently 
performed. Wang et al. [18] constructed a secure index by 
embedding buckets under the leaf nodes of a normal R-tree 
and using asymmetric scalar product preserving encryption 
(ASPE) [30] to enhance the security of the normal R-tree. 
A user encrypts his/her search range and then performs 
range search over the secure index in a top-down manner. 
However, these methods share the same secret keys among 
users, making them unsuitable for access control over 
ciphertexts. 

(3) Bloom filter-based methods [24, 31] have the 
potential to support efficient search, as the Bloom filter can 
be used to test whether an element is in a set by checking 
two bit strings. In [24], Li et al. used a Bloom filter, prefix 
encoding [32], and one-way hash functions to construct a 
secure index. First, a data owner constructs a tree index. 
Each internal node in the tree index contains several split 
data. The data owner encodes these split data into prefix 
codes and compute the hash values of these codes. 
Subsequently, the data owner inserts these hash values into 
Bloom filters to generate bit strings. During range search, 
a user computed the bit strings of the queried range using 
the same method. By comparing the bit strings of split data 
and queried range, the cloud server could efficiently 
perform range search over the index. However, as all users 
shared the same secret keys, Li's method did not support 
access control over ciphertexts. 

(4) In public key-based methods [15, 19, 20], a data 
owner uses a public key to encrypt data and a secret key to 
generate search tokens. Users request search tokens from 
the data owner and then perform range searches on cloud 
servers. Shi et al. [19] proposed a method to support range 
search over encrypted multi-dimensional data. In Shi's 
method, a data owner constructs interval trees and encrypts 
each data using identities of nodes in these interval trees. 
Users request search tokens from the data owner. The data 
owner generates search tokens also using identities of 
nodes in these interval trees and distributes search tokens 
to users. If some identities in an encrypted data matched 
some identities in a search token, the encrypted data could 
be retrieved. Lu et al. [20] constructed a secure B+ tree 
index using the encryption method in [33] to encrypt a 
normal B+ tree. Although logarithmic range searches are 
supported, the adopted encryption method [33] is 
computationally expensive, making Lu's method 
inefficient. The main drawbacks of these schemes are that 
legal users need to request search tokens from the data 
owner before performing range searches, and the data 
owner needs to be continuously online to respond to users' 
requests, verify users' identities, and generate search tokens 
for them. Recently, Wu et al. [22] achieved range queries 
and verification over encrypted multi-dimensional data. 
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However, because the data owner distributes the same 
secret key to multiple users, their method does not support 
access control over ciphertexts. 
 
3 CONSTRUCTION OF OUR METHOD 
 

In this paragraph, we first introduce the CP-ABE 
method used in the underlying layer, then present the 
overall structure of our proposed method, and finally 
describe the detailed construction details of the method. 

Definition 1. A Ciphertext Policy-Attribute Based 
Encryption (CP-ABE) method [34] consists of the 
following five algorithms. 

   , Setup PK MK   It takes a security parameter 

λ as input. It outputs a public key PK and a master key MK. 
( , , )Encrypt PK M P CT . It takes the public key PK, 

a plaintext M and a policy P as input. It outputs the 
ciphertext CT of M. 

( , )KeyGen MK S SK . It takes the master key MK 

and an attribute set S as input. It outputs a secret key SK. 
 , )  (Delegate SK S SK . It takes the private key SK 

and a set S S  as input. It outputs a secret key SK  for 

the attributes in S . 
( , , )Decrypt PK CT SK M . It takes the public key 

PK, a ciphertext CT (P is embedded in CT) and a secret key 
SK  ( S  is embedded in SK ) as input. If attributes in S

satisfy P, then the algorithm decrypts CT and outputs M. 
Otherwise, the algorithm outputs  . 

In the above algorithms, G0 and G1 are two 
multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order p, g is the 
generator of G0 and e is a bilinear map, i.e. 

0 0 1:e G G G  . For all 0,u v G and , pa b Z , there are 

( , ) ( , )a b abe u v e u v  and ( , ) 1e g g  . 

Fig. 1 shows the overview of our method RSAC, 
which involves three types of entities: (i) an honest but 
curious cloud server that follows all designated protocols 
and procedures to fulfil its role as a service provider, but 
may be curious either due to personal interest or through a 
third-party compromise [35]; (ii) a data owner who 
securely outsources his/her data and services to the cloud 
server; and (iii) users who want to perform range searches 
over the outsourced data in the cloud server. 

In our method RSAC, the data owner first encrypts the 
multi-dimensional data and stores them in several buckets. 
Then, the data owner constructs a bucket policy for each 
bucket based on user information (such as identity 
information, major, job title, etc.) and bucket information 
(e.g. bucket boundaries). Using the CP-ABE method and 
bucket policies, the data owner generates a secure index for 
each bucket. Finally, the data owner stores the buckets 
containing the encrypted data and secure indexes on the 
cloud server. The data owner assigns keys to different users 
based on their information (such as identity information, 
major, job title, etc.). Users use their obtained keys to 
generate search tokens for the queried range. Only when a 
secure index satisfies both the user query conditions and 
user privileges (i.e. the user information meets the access 
control conditions in the secure index), the ciphertexts in 
the bucket indexed by the secure index will be returned to 

the user as a query result. Specifically, the data owner 
defines buckets, denoted by B1, …, Bn, where n is the total 
number of buckets. All multi-dimensional data are 
partitioned into these buckets. Let

   1 1 d dB a ,b a ,b    be one of these buckets, where

 ,i ia b  is the range on the ith dimension, and d is the 

dimensionality. All multi-dimensional data in B are 
encrypted using a secure encryption method (e.g., AES 
[28]). The data owner then defines a bucket policy pB for 
B, which consists of a search policy psr and an access 
control policy pac. The search policy psr checks whether a 
queried range intersects with B, while the access control 
policy verifies whether a user has the privilege to access 
the cipher texts in B. The bucket policy checks whether a 
queried range intersects with and whether a user has the 
privilege to access the ciphertexts in simultaneously. Using 
the bucket policy pB, the data owner builds a secure index 
IdxB for the encrypted multi-dimensional data. Once all 
multi-dimensional data is encrypted, and all the secure 
indexes 

1
, ,B Bn

Idx Idx  are built, the data owner 

outsources the encrypted multi-dimensional data and 
secure indexes

1
, ,B Bn

Idx Idx  to the cloud server. The 

data owner then distributes secret keys to users. By using 
these secret keys, users can generate search tokens by 
themselves. Finally, after receiving these search tokens, the 
cloud server can perform range searches only on the 
ciphertexts that users have privileges to access and then 
return the retrieved ciphertexts as search results. 
 

Figure 1 Overview of RSAC 
 

RSAC consists of five algorithms: System Setup, 
Policy Construction, Index Construction, Secret Key 
Generation, Search Token Generation, Range Search, and 
Access Control over Ciphertexts. The details of these 
algorithms are as follows. 

System Setup. During the systemstep, the data owner 
encrypts all the multi-dimensional data based on its value 
and stores them in the corresponding buckets. The data 
owner takes the user's attributes (such as identity 
information, major, job title, etc.) and the bucket's 
boundary values as the attribute set for our RSAC method, 
and performs the CP-ABE method to generate system 
parameters (including the public key PK and the master 
key MK). The detailed process is as follows. 

In RSAC, buckets can be flexibly defined by the data 
owner according to different situations. For example, if the 
multi-dimensional data is uniformly distributed, the data 
owner can define all buckets to be of the same size. If the 
data is unevenly distributed, the data owner can define 
buckets according to the density distribution of the       
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multi-dimensional data. Specifically, the data owner can 
define more buckets in areas with high data density and 
fewer buckets in areas with low data density. As buckets 
are defined differently in various situations, details on how 
to define buckets are not considered in our method. 
However, there is a requirement which must be satisfied 
when defining these buckets. Suppose (i) all multi-
dimensional data is covered by a multi-dimensional range 
MR, and (ii) B1, …, Bn are the buckets defined by the data 
owner (where n is the total number of all buckets). To 
ensure that any multi-dimensional data can be retrieved, it 
must satisfy the condition 1 nB B MR   . 

The data owner defines a set Sbou, which is the 
collection of all the boundary information of B1, …, Bn. 
Suppose    1 1, ,d dB a b a b   , where  1, , nB B B  . 

The collection of all the boundary information of B is 

         1 1 d dbou BS a b a b     . Thus, it is easy to 

know that the collection of all the boundary information of 
buckets is  

 , ,1

bou bou B
B B Bn

S S
 

  . Then, the data owner 

defines a set Satt, which is the collection of all the attributes 
of users. To illustrate Satt clearly, we give the following 
Example 1. 

Example 1. , ,StuID Score Age is a tuple in a database 

table. The tuple can be viewed as a multi-dimensional data. 
B is a bucket associated with the policy, 

( )professor OR student AND computerScience . This 

policy means that only professors or students of computer 
science can access the cipher texts in B. In this example, it 
is easy to know that the attribute set Satt is 

 , , ,student professor computerScience  . 

The data owner runs the algorithm Setup  in CP-ABE 

[25, 34]. Setup  takes a security parameter λ as input, and 

outputs a public key 
1/

0{ , , , , ( , ) }PK G g h g f g e g g      and a master 

key { , }MK g , where G0 is a bilinear group, p is the 

prime order of G0, g is the generator of G0, α and β are 
randomly chosen from Zp. In the above parameters, Satt, 
 1, , nB B  (as  1, , nB B  is public, the set of boundary 

information Sbou is also public) and PK are public, but MK 
is secretly kept by the data owner. 

Policy Construction. This section introduces three 
types of policies: bucket policy, query policy, and access 
control policy. These polices are important parts when 
generating secure indexes. The bucket policy consists of a 
query policy and an access control policy. The query policy 
is used to support range queries, and the access control 
policy is used to determine if a user has the privilege to 
access the cipher texts in a bucket. Thus, the bucket policy 
can support both range queries and access control, and all 
three policies can be converted into tree structures. 

In general, let    1 1, ,d dB a b a b   be a bucket. 

For the bucket B, the data owner defines a search policy psr 
and an access control policy pac. The search policy psr is 
used to check whether a queried range intersects with B. 
The access control policy pac is used to check whether a 
user has the privilege to access the ciphertextsin B. After 

constructing psr and pac, the data owner combines psr and 
pac together to construct a bucket policy pB. Thus, the 
bucket policy pB has the properties of both psr and pac. 
Namely, suppose R is a range queried by a user, the user 
can search and access the ciphertexts in R B  if and only 
if the queried range R satisfies pB and the user's attributes 
also satisfy pB. In the following paragraphs, we first briefly 
illustrate the tree structures of policies. Then, we construct 
search policy, access control policy and bucket policy 
respectively. 

Search policy, access control policy and bucket policy 
can be transformed into tree structures. In these tree 
structures, each internal node is associated with a threshold 
gate. If an internal node is associated with the threshold 
gate  ,TG t t , it means that (i) the internal node has t 

children; (ii)  ,TG t t  returns true if and only if at least t  
children return true. It is easy to know: (i) OR can be 
represented by  1,TG t ; (ii) AND can be represented by

 ,TG t t . In these tree structures, each leaf node is 

associated with an element. Specifically, the leaf nodes in 
the tree structure of a search policy are associated with the 
elements in Sbou, and the leaf nodes in the tree structure of 
an access control policy are associated with the elements in 
Satt. As a bucket policy consists of a search policy and an 
access control policy, some leaf nodes in the tree structure 
of a bucket policy are associated with the elements in Sbou 
and the other leaf nodes are associated with the elements in 
Satt. 

(1) Search policy and its tree structure. 

   1 1, ,d dB a b a b   denotes a bucket.   

1 1, ,R R R R
d dR a b a b         denotes a queried range. If R 

can be used to search the ciphertexts in B, there are 

 1 1 1 1, ,R Ra b a b      ,  ,  , ,R R
d d d da b a b      . 

Thus, the search policy psr for B can be represented as

  
  

1 1 1 1, ,

, ,

R R
sr

R R
d d d d

p a b a b AND AND

a b a b

     

     


.  

 

 
Figure 2 Tree structure of search policy 

 
According to the representation of psr, we can 

construct the tree structure psr
T  of psr. As shown in Fig. 2, 

psr
T  is the tree structure of psr. Each leaf node of psr

T  is 

associated with an element in 

         1 1 d dbou BS a b a b      (the boundary 

information of the bucket B). Each internal node of psr
T  is 

associated with AND (the threshold gate is  2, 2TG ) and 
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the root node of psr
T  is also associated with AND (the 

threshold gate is  ,TG d d ). 

 

 
Figure 3 Tree structure of access control policy 

 
(2) Access control policy and its tree structure. For the 

bucket B, the data owner defines an access control policy 
pac. For ease of explanation, we use Example 1 to illustrate 
the access control policy pac. In Example 1, only professors 
or students of computer science have the privilege to access 
the cipher texts in B. Thus, the access control policy can be 
defined as ( )acp professor OR student AND computerScience . 

Fig. 3 shows the tree structure pac
T of pac. Each leaf node 

of pac
T  is associated with an attribute in 

{ , , , }attS professor student computerScience  . An internal 

node is associated with AND (the threshold gate is 

 2, 2TG ) and the root node is associated with OR (the 

threshold gate is  1, 2TG ). 

 

 
Figure 4 Tree structure of bucket policy 

 
(3) Bucket policy and its tree structure. For the bucket 

B, its bucket policy is denoted by pB. To search and access 
the ciphertexts in B, a user's queried range should satisfy 
the search policy psr and his/her privilege should satisfy the 
access control policy pac. Thus, the bucket policy of B can 
be defined as ANDB sr acp p p . As psr and pac can be 

represented as tree structures psr
T  and pac

T  respectively, 

pB can be represented as a tree structure. Fig. 4 shows the 
tree structure pB

T of pB. pB
T consists of two subtrees. One 

is psr
T  and the other is pac

T . These two subtrees are 

combined together by AND (the threshold gate is 

 2, 2TG ), which indicates that a user can search and 

access the ciphertexts in B when his/her queried range 
satisfies the search policy psr and privilege satisfies the 
access control policy pac. 

Index Generation. This section introduces the method 
for generating secure indexes. Essentially, a secure index 
of a bucket is the ciphertext of its bucket ID. The 
encryption method we adopt is CP-ABE method. The data 
owner embeds the bucket policy into the ciphertext of the 
bucket ID, which enables the secure index maintains two 
characteristics of range search and access control in its 
bucket policy. Finally, this section introduces that the 

secure index hides the boundary information of the bucket 
in the secure index to ensure that the boundary information 
of the bucket is not leaked. 

The data owner runs the algorithm Encrypt [34] to 
encrypt BID , where BID  is the identity of the bucket B. 

Then, the data owner uses the ciphertext of BID  to 

generate the secure index BIdx for B. Specifically, the 

algorithm Encrypt takes PK, || 0l
BID  and pB

T  as input, 

and outputs the ciphertexts of || 0l
BID , where PK is the 

public key, || 0l
BID  denotes that BID  is appended by 0l  

(l is an integer) and pB
T  is the tree structure of the bucket 

policy pB. Note that || 0l
BID could help the cloud server to 

check whether a decryption is valid. If a decryption is a 
plain text appended by 0l , the decryption is valid. 
Otherwise, it is invalid. 

In order to illustrate the secure index BIdx  clearly, we 

briefly describe the algorithm Encrypt [34]. All the 
children of an internal node in pB

T  are numbered from 1 

to num. index(x) is a function which returns such a number 
of the node x. parent(x) is a function which returns the 
parent node of x. In pB

T , each node x is associated with a 

polynomial qx. Suppose x is associated with the threshold 
gate ( , )x xT t t , the degree of qx is set to 1xt   . For the root 

node xr, Encrypt chooses a random number ps Z  and sets 

(0)xr
q s . For any other node x, Encrypt sets 

    ( )0x parent xq q index x . Encrypt randomly chooses 

other points to completely define xr
q  and qx. Finally, 

Encrypt outputs the ciphertext

(0) (0)

, ( || 0 ) ( , ) , ,

: , ( ( ))

l s s
p BB

B q qx x
x x

T C ID e g g C h
CT

x L C g C H f x





  
 
     


, where 

L is the collection of leaf nodes in pB
T , f(x) is the function 

which returns the element associated with the leaf node x 
and H is a hash function. Note that, in the algorithm 
Encrypt, all the elements associated with the leaf nodes of 

pB
T  are in the form of plaintext. It is not secure when 

performing range searches. Thus, the algorithm Encrypt,  
should be slightly modified in our method RSAC. 

In RSAC, psr
T  and pac

T  are two different sub-trees in 

BpT . All the leaf nodes of the sub-tree pac
T  are associated 

with the attributes in Satt. All the leaf nodes of the sub-tree 

psr
T  are associated with the boundary information in Sbou. 

As attributes do not leak information about the multi-
dimensional data in B, these attributes in the leaf nodes of 

BpT  can be stored in the form of plaintext [34]. However, 

if the boundary information associated with the leaf nodes 

of 
BpT  are also stored in the form of plaintext, the range 

information of B will be leaked and a user's query purpose 
will also be leaked when his/her queried range R insects 
with B. To protect the boundary information in the leaf 
nodes, the algorithm Encrypt [34] should be slightly 
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modified, and the algorithm Decrypt [34] should also be 
slightly modified (see the following paragraphs). 
 

 
Figure 5 The structure of *

PB
T  

 
In the bucket    1 1, ,d dB a b a b   , ai and bi 

( 1, ,i d  , d is the dimensionality) are the boundary 
information on the ith dimension. In the sub-tree psr

T of 

BpT , if a leaf node is associated with ai, then its sibling 

node is associated with bi. For example, as shown in Fig. 2, 
a leaf node is associated with a1 and its sibling node is 
associated with b1. To hide the boundary information ai and 
bi, the data owner replaces ai and bi with two symbols X1 
and X2, where X1 = 0, 1 and X2 = i. If X1 = 0 and X2 = i,      
(X1, X2) denotes the minimal value ai in the range [ai, bi]. If         
X1 = 1 and X2 = i, (X1, X2) denotes the maximal value bi in 
the range [ai, bi]. For example, in Fig. 5, we can use            
(X1 = 1, X2 = 1) to denote a1 and (X1 = 1, X2 = 1) to denote 
b1. In this way, without knowing the exact values of ai and 
bi, the search token and secure indexes can be quickly 
matched without leaking any boundary information of a 
bucket and next can be used to try to perform decryption. 
Thus, the data owner adds (X1, X2) to the leaf nodes in the 
sub-tree psr

T  and deletes the boundary information ai and 

bi of leaf nodes in the sub-tree psr
T . Additionally, as the 

threshold gate (AND or OR) of each internal node x has 
already been embedded into the polynomial qx, the data 
owner also deletes the threshold gate (AND or OR) 

associated with x in the tree 
BpT . As shown in Fig. 5, the 

modified psr
T  is denoted by *

psr
T , the modified 

acpT  is 

denoted by *
pac

T  and the modified 
BpT  is denoted by *

pB
T . 

According to the ciphertext CTB, the data owner 
constructs the secure index IdxB  for B as follows. 

*

(0) (0)
1 2

(0) (0)
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T C ID e g g C h
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Idx C g C H f x X X

x L T

C g C H f x att

  
 
  
 
   
   
 

   

 

, where f(x) returns the boundary information (or attribute) 

associated with the leaf node x,  psr
L T  is the set of leaf 

nodes in the sub-tree psr
T ,  psr

L T  is the set of leaf nodes 

in the sub-tree pac
T , X1 = 0, 1, X2 = 1,…, d. (d is the 

dimensionality) and att is the attribute associated with 

 pac
x L T . 

Secret Key Generation. The following paragraphs 
describe how the data owner uses the CP-ABE method to 
generate keys for users. 

For each legal user u, the data owner runs the algorithm 

 , bou attu
KeyGen MK S S  to generate a secret key uSK , 

where MK is the master key, bouS  is the set of all the 

boundary information of buckets and attu
S  is the set of all 

the attributes of u. The algorithm KeyGen [34] runs four 
steps to generate uSK : (i) KeyGen randomly chooses a 

number γ from Zp; (ii) For each boundary information 

boubou S , KeyGen randomly chooses a number γbou from 

Zp; (iii) For each attribute attu
att S , KeyGen randomly 

chooses a number γatt  from Zp; (iv) KeyGen computes the 
secret key as. After the secret key SKu has been generated, 
the data owner distributes SKu to u. 

 

 

 

/ ,

:

, ,

:

,

bou

bou bou
u bou bou

attu

att att
att att

D g

bou S

SK D g H bou D g

att S

D g H att D g

  

 

 







 
 

   
     
  
 
     

 

Search Token Generation. After receiving the secret 
key SKu from the data owner, the user u generates the 
search token for a queried range R by executing the 
following two steps. 

First, the user u computes the minimal cover MCR of R 
(see Definition 2) by using the buckets B1, …, Bn. We give 
the following Example 2 to illustrate the minimal cover of 
a queried range. 

Definition 2. Minimal Cover. Given a queried range R, 
its minimal cover is a set of some buckets in {B1, …, Bn}. 
MCR is the minimal cover of R, if and only if (i) 

B MCR

R B


   and (ii) when  | RMC MC MC MC   , 

there is 
B MC

R B


  . 

Example 2. As shown in Fig. 6, these points in the 
coordinate system represent 2 - dimensional data. These 
data are partitioned into the buckets B1, B2, B3 and B4. R is 
a queried range. The minimal cover MCR is {B1, B2}., 
because (i) 1 2R B B   and (2) 1R B  and 2R B . 

Second, the user u generates the search token TR for the 
queried range R. Suppose    1 1, ,d dB a b a b   is a 

bucket in MCR). The set of the boundary information of B 
is          1 1 d dbou BS a b a b    . The search 

token TR for the queried range R is as follows. 
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, 

where X1 = 0, 1 and X2 = 1, …, d, (d is the dimensionality), 
att is the attribute associated with the leaf node 

 pac
x L T . 

 

 
Figure 6 Buckets and queried range 

 
Note that the user u may query different ranges and 

these queried ranges may have the same boundary 
information, e.g.,    3,6 1,9  and    2,6 4,9  have the 

same boundary information 6 and 9. As all these search 
tokens are constructed according to the same secret key 
SKu, the search tokens of different ranges may have the 
same secret key components. Thus, adversaries may 
analyze the secret key components across different search 
tokens to infer the boundary information of buckets. To 
prevent such attack, the user u  could run the delegate 
algorithm Delegate [34] to generate new secret key uSK  , 

and then use uSK   to generate new search tokens. As new 

search tokens are totally different with old ones, 
adversaries can no longer infer the boundary information 
of buckets. 

Range Search and Access Control over Ciphertexts. 
The cloud server matches the user's search token with the 
secure index. Once a match is found (i.e., the attributes in 
the search token match those in the secure index, and the 
boundary information X1 and X2 in the search token match 
those in the secure index), it tries to decrypt. If the result is 
the bucket ID, then all the ciphertext in the corresponding 
bucket is returned to the user as the query result. To realize 
range search and access control over ciphertexts, the 
decryption algorithm Decrypt [34] is adopted. 
DecryptNode is a sub-algorithm in Decrypt. We first 
illustrate DecryptNode and Decrypt in our method RSAC. 
Then, we represent the procedure of range search and 
access control over ciphertexts in the cloud server. 

The cloud server runs  , ,B RDecryptNode Idx T x , 

where IdxB is the secure index of the bucket B, TR is the 
search token of the queried range R and x is a leaf node of 

*
pB

T  in IdxB. As X1 and X2 (or att) are stored in the leaf node 

x of *
pB

T  and also stored in the search token TR, the cloud 

server can efficiently match (i)  ,x xC C   in IdxB with 

 ,ab ab
D D   in TR if (X1, X2) in IdxB equals to (X1, X2) in TR, 

and (ii)  ,x xC C   in IdxB with  ,ab ab
D D   in TR if att in 

IdxB equals to att in TR. Then, the cloud server computes
 , ,B RDecryptNode Idx T x  as follows. 
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, ,
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x y qx

q yx
x y

DecryptNode Idx T x
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, where 

(i) Dy denotes Dbou and yD   denotes 
bou

D   when x is a leaf 

node in the sub-tree *
psr

T  of *
pB

T ; (ii) Dy denotes Datt and 

yD   denotes 
att

D   when x is a leaf node in the sub-tree 

*
pac

T  of *
pB

T . Otherwise,  , ,B RDecryptNode Idx T x
 

outputs  . 
The cloud server runs  , ,B RDecrypt PK Idx T , where 

PK is the public key, IdxB is the secure index and TR is the 
search token for the queried range R. The output of 

 , ,B RDecryptNode Idx T x  is denoted by Fx.

 , ,B RDecrypt PK Idx T  calls  , ,B RDecryptNode Idx T x  

in a top-down manner. For each child node x of x, 

 , ,B RDecryptNode Idx T x  calls  , ,B RDecryptNode Idx T x . 

The output of  , ,B RDecryptNode Idx T x  is denoted by xF 

. For illustration purposes, we suppose x is associated with 
the threshold gate  ,x xT t t . If xt   outputs of xF   are not 

 , the output of  , ,B RDecryptNode Idx T x  is 

   0
,

qx
xF e g g

 . Thus, when x is the root node xr of *
pB

T , 

the output is    0
,

qxr
xr

F e g g
 . Recall that  0xr

q s . 

Thus, there is  ,
s

xr
F e g g

 . The details about how the 

algorithm Encrypt calls the algorithm DecryptNode can be 
found in [34]. Finally,  , ,B RDecrypt PK Idx T  computes 

    
         /

/ , / ,

|| 0 , / , / ,

|| 0

s

s sl s
B

l
B

C e C D e g g

ID e g g e h g e g g

ID



   



 





 

and outputs the identity IDB of the bucket B. 
The procedure of range search and access control over 

ciphertexts in the cloud server is as follows. After receiving 
a search token from a user u, the cloud server runs the 
above algorithm  , ,B RDecrypt PK Idx T  for all the secure 

indexes, where  1
, ,B B Bn

Idx Idx Idx  . Then, all the 
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identities of buckets which intersects with the queried 
range R can be found out. The cloud server returns all the 
ciphertexts in these buckets to the user u as the search 
results. Finally, u decrypts these ciphertexts and filters out 
all the false positives. 
 
4 RESULTS 
 

In our experiments, we compare our method RSAC 
with the method MDOPE [24]. The method MDOPE is 
constructed based on Bloom filter, prefix encoding and 
network data structure. Our method RSAC is constructed 
based on policy design, bucket embedding and CP-ABE 
method [34]. The calculations about bilinear group in CP-
ABE method [34] are implemented by using Java Pairing 
Based Cryptography Library 2.0.0 [36]. In order to 
compare RSAC and MDOPE fairly, we set the following 
experimental conditions: (i) As the method MDOPE does 
not support access control over ciphertexts, a user in 
MDOPE has to search all the ciphertexts to perform a range 
search. To enable a user to search all the ciphertexts in our 
method RSAC, the data owner constructs all the secure 
indexes by using the access control policy 

1 2acp att and att  (att1 and att2 are two attributes) and 

assigns these attributes att1 and att2 to the user. (ii) The 
experiments are conducted on five datasets with varying 
amounts of 2-dimensional data and different ranges, while 
maintaining a constant data density. The ranges of these 
datasets are (1,25) × (1,25), (1,50) × (1,50),                                 
(1,100) × (1,100), (1,200) × (1,200), and (1,400) × (1,400), 
respectively. To maintain the same data density, each range 
covers 100, 400, 1600, 6400, and 25600 2-dimensional 
data, respectively, which are randomly generated and 
evenly distributed within these ranges. In RSAC, each 
bucket contains 100 2-dimensional data, and in MDOPE, 
the number of split data in each node of the index is set to 
1. 

Our experiments are conducted on a Windows 10 
computer with an AMD Ryzen 5 2500U CPU and 8 GB of 
RAM. During the experiments, we run each algorithm 
hundreds of times and calculate the average execution time 
for both RSAC and MDOPE. 
 

 
Figure 7 Index generation 

 

Index Generation Experimental Results: As shown in 
Fig. 7, the time required to generate indexes for both 
MDOPE and RSAC increases linearly with the amount of 
2-dimensional data. Overall, MDOPE is more efficient 
than RSAC. For instance, generating indexes for 25600       
2-dimensional data points takes RSAC approximately    
1.15 minutes longer than MDOPE. 

Analysis of the Results: In RSAC, index generation 
time increases linearly with the amount of 2-dimensional 
data due to (i) the need to build an index for each bucket, 
and (ii) the linear increase in the number of buckets with 
the amount of data. In MDOPE, index generation time 
increases with the amount of 2-dimensional data due to (i) 
the constant construction time of a node in the index, and 
(ii) the linear increase in the total number of nodes in the 
index with the amount of data. Unlike RSAC, MDOPE 
only converts the data in the index nodes to bit strings, 
calculates their hash and Bloom filter values, and this 
process is very efficient. In contrast, RSAC needs to 
perform calculations involving bilinear maps which are 
time-consuming. Consequently, MDOPE is more efficient 
than RSAC in generating indexes. 

Note that the data owner first encrypts all the data and 
generates indexes. These indexes and encrypted data are 
then outsourced to a cloud server. Therefore, index 
generation can be considered a one-time setup process. We 
believe that the slightly lower efficiency of index 
generation in RSAC (about 1.15 minutes for 25600               
2-dimensional data points) can be tolerated by the data 
owner. 

Search Token Generation Experimental Results: As 
shown in Fig. 8, the time required to generate search tokens 
for RSAC increases linearly and slowly, while the time 
required for MDOPE increases exponentially. For 
example, when the amount of 2-dimensional data is 25600, 
RSAC takes only about 0.18 milliseconds on average to 
generate a search token, whereas MDOPE takes about          
2 hours. 
 

 
Figure 8 Search token generation 

 
Analysis of the Results: In our experiments, as the total 

number of 2-dimensional data points increases, the range 
covering all the data becomes larger while maintaining a 
constant data density. For example, when the total number 
is 100, the range is (1,25) × (1,25), and when the total 
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number is 400, the range is (1,50) × (1,50). In MDOPE, 
when the range is (1,25) × (1,25), the data owner needs 12 
bits (5 bits for encoding a split data in the range (1,25), 2 
bits for supporting comparability, and 5 random bits 
appended at the end for security enhancement) to handle 
the split data in the index. Similarly, when the range is 
(1,50) × (1,50), the data owner needs 14 bits. To perform a 
range search over the queried range, a user must transform 
it into a bit string of length 12 bits or 14 bits and calculate 
the prefix codes for the values in the corresponding range. 
As the amount of 2-dimensional data points increases, the 
calculation workload for token generation in MDOPE 
increases exponentially, leading to an exponential increase 
in token generation time. Compared to MDOPE, our 
method RSAC is much more efficient because a user only 
needs to combine his/her secret key components to satisfy 
the queried range. As the size of the queried range and the 
range covering all the data increase, the user needs to do 
more work to generate search tokens, resulting in a linear 
and slow increase in token generation time for RSAC. 

Range Search over Ciphertexts Experimental Results: 
As shown in Fig. 9, the time required for range search in 
both MDOPE and RSAC increases with the amount of       
2-dimensional data. While both methods show similar 
trends in terms of increasing search time, MDOPE is more 
efficient than RSAC in the range search procedure. Fig. 10 
shows the overall time required for MDOPE and RSAC 
from token generation to obtaining the search results. The 
results show that the overall time for RSAC is significantly 
lower than that for MDOPE. 
 

 
Figure 9 Range search 

 

 
Figure 10 Overall time on user side 

 

Analysis of the Results: The search time of MDOPE 
shown in Fig. 9 can be attributed to two factors. First, the 
secure index in MDOPE is a tree structure, and during a 
range search, the algorithm only tests a few nodes in the 
index. However, when the amount of 2-dimensional data 
increases, the range covering all the data becomes larger, 
resulting in an increase in the total number of nodes in the 
index that need to be tested. This leads to an increase in 
search time. Second, the search algorithm in MDOPE uses 
a Bloom filter to test whether a queried range covers a         
2-dimensional data, which is an efficient method for 
comparison. The search time of RSAC shown in Fig. 9 can 
also be explained by two factors. First, as the amount of      
2-dimensional data increases, the total number of buckets 
increases linearly, and the average size of randomly 
generated queried ranges also increases. This leads to an 
increase in the average number of buckets in the minimal 
cover of queried ranges. As a user generates search tokens 
for all the buckets in the minimal cover and uses these 
tokens to perform range search over each index, the search 
time increases with the amount of 2-dimensional data. 
Second, the search algorithm in RSAC involves many 
calculations about bilinear maps, which are not very 
efficient. 

Although RSAC is slower than MDOPE in the range 
search procedure, we would like to emphasize two 
important facts about our method. First, when a user 
performs a range search, the overall time required for 
search token generation and range search is more important 
than the time for range search alone. As shown in Fig. 10, 
the overall time for RSAC is significantly less than that for 
MDOPE, which means that RSAC can save more time for 
users overall. Second, in our experiments, we use a user 
attribute set  1 2,a a  of and embed all the indexes with the 

access control policy 1 2andacp a a . Therefore, the user 

has to test all the indexes in order to perform range 
searches. However, in real-world scenarios, a user usually 
does not have the privilege to search all the ciphertexts. 
Since the range search algorithm in RSAC can efficiently 
exclude the indexes that do not satisfy the user's privilege, 
the number of times that a user needs to perform range 
search in practical situations is much less than in our 
experiments. 
 
5 DISCUSSION 
 

In this section, first we analyse the security of the 
RSAC scheme under colluding attacks. Then, we introduce 
the Known Ciphertext Model [30, 37, 38] and provide a 
proof that our RSAC method is secure under this model. 

As the adopted CP-ABE method [34] is collusion 
resistant, our method RSAC is also collusion-resistant. In 
our method, the secret keys of different users cannot be 
colluded to decrypt ciphertexts that are beyond their 
privileges. Moreover, users can generate new secret keys 
by running the delegate algorithm and use these new secret 
keys to generate search tokens for queried ranges. Since 
new and old secret keys cannot be colluded, the search 
tokens generated by these keys also cannot be used to 
decrypt ciphertexts that are beyond the privileges of the 
users. 
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Definition 3. Known Ciphertext Model: In the known 
ciphertext model, adversaries can only access the 
ciphertexts of multi-dimensional data, the identities of 
buckets, the secure indexes, the search tokens, and the 
retrieved ciphertexts. If an adversary records the search 
tokens and the retrieved ciphertexts, they can build up 
access patterns. Therefore, in the known ciphertext model, 
nothing beyond the access pattern should be leaked. To 
prove the security of our method, we adapt the definitions 
used in [38-40]. 

Definition 4. Search Pattern (SP): Let  1, , mQ R R   

be the set of m consecutive queried ranges, 1, , nB B  be 

the buckets defined by the data owner, SP be a m m  
binary matrix s.t. R Ri j

MC MC , then [ , ] 1PS i j  . 

Otherwise, [ , ] 0PS i j   ( , 1, ,i j m  , Ri
MC  and R j

MC  

are the minimal covers of Ri and Rj respectively). 
Definition 5. Access Pattern (AP): Let B MCRi

ID   be 

the set of identities of buckets in Ri
MC  and 

1
{ , , }R Rm

T T T   be the set of search tokens for 

 1, , mQ R R  . Then, the access pattern for Q is defined 

as     1 1
, ,P p R B MC p R B MCR m Rm

A A T ID A T ID     . 

Definition 6. History (Hm): Let  1, , mQ R R   be 

the set of m consecutive queried ranges and

 1
, ,B MC B MCR Rm

C C C    be the set of m consecutive 

retrieved sets of ciphertexts ( B MCRi
C   is the set of 

ciphertexts contained by the buckets in Ri
MC , where 

1, ,i m  ). Then,  ,mH Q C  is defined as a m-query 

history. 
Definition 7. Trace (γ): Let Ap(Hm) be the access 

pattern of Hm, 
Ri

B MCID   be the set of identities of buckets 

in Ri
MC , 

Ri
B MCC   be the set of ciphertexts contained by 

the buckets in Ri
MC  ( 1, ,i m  ). Then, the trace of Hm is 

defined as 

     
 

1

1

, , , ,

, ,

m p m B MC B MCR Rm

B MC B MCR Rm

H A H ID ID

C C

  

 

 


. 

Definition 8. View (V): Let  1, , mT T T   be the set 

of all the search tokens for  1, , mQ R R  ,

 1
, ,B Bn

I Idx Idx   be the set of all the secure indexes 

of buckets 1, , nB B , B MCRi
ID   be the set of identities of 

buckets in Ri
MC , B MCRi

C   be the set of ciphertexts 

contained by the buckets in Ri
MC  ( 1, ,i m  ). Then, 

 
 

 
1

1

, , , , ,

, ,

B MC B MCR Rm
m

B MC B MCR Rm

T I ID ID
V H

C C

 

 

  
  
 
 

 is defined 

as the view of Hm. V(Hm) is the information that is 
accessible to an adversary. 

We use a simulator proof method that is similar to the 
one widely used in [38, 40]. The basic idea is that if two 
histories have the same trace, and the adversary cannot 
distinguish between them to learn any additional 
information about the indexes, search tokens, and 
encrypted multi-dimensional data beyond the search 
results and access pattern, then the method is considered 
secure [38]. 

Theorem 1. RSAC is secure in the known ciphertext 
model. 

Proof. The notation S denotes a simulator, which 

simulates a view  *
mV H .  *

mV H should be 

indistinguishable from an adversary's view 

 
 

 
1

1

, , , , ,

, ,

B MC B MCR Rm
m

B MC B MCR Rm

T I ID ID
V H

C C

 

 

  
  
 
 

. To achieve 

this, S does the followings: 
(1) Identities of buckets are available in the trace. 

Thus, S can copy these identities, i.e.

 * *

1 1
, ,B MC B MC B MC B MCR R R Rm m

ID ID ID ID      . As 

identities in the simulated view *V  and the adversary's 
view V are the same, they are computationally 
indistinguishable. 

(2) S generates m empty sets * *

1
, ,B MC B MCR Rm

C C  . S 

chooses the first set 
1B MCR

C  . For each ciphertext

B MCRi
c C  , S generates a random value *c , s.t. *| | | |c c . 

S puts the random value *c  in the set *

1B MCR
C  . As multi 

dimensional data are encrypted by using a secure 
encryption scheme (e.g. AES [28]), the ciphertext c is 
computationally indistinguishable from the random value 

*c . Hence, *

1B MCR
C   and 

1B MCR
C   are computationally 

indistinguishable. If the ciphertext c also exists in the set 

1B MCR
C   ( 2, ,i m  ), S puts *c  in the set *

B MCRi
C  . By 

using this method, S handles all the ciphertexts in 

2
, ,B MC B MCR Rm

C C   and generates random values for 

the sets * *

2
, ,B MC B MCR Rm

C C   respectively. Finally, S 

generates sets 
* *

1
, ,B MC B MCR Rm

C C  which are computationally 

indistinguishable from
1

, ,B MC B MCR Rm
C C   

respectively. 
(3) Attribute set Satt and boundary information set Sbou 

are public. S copies Satt and Sbou, s.t. *
att attS S  and 

*
bou bouS S . S randomly generates n buckets * *

1 , , nB B  by 

using the boundary information in *
bouS . Then, S generates 

bucket policies for * *
1 , , nB B . Next, S runs the algorithm 

Encrypt to generate secure indexes * *
1

, ,
B Bn

I I  for 

* *
1 , , nB B  respectively. As the outputs of Encrypt are 
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computationally indistinguishable [34], *Bi
I  and Bi

I               

 1, ,i n   are computationally indistinguishable. 

Namely,  *
* *
1

, ,
B Bn

I I I   and  1
, ,B Bn

I I I   are 

computationally indistinguishable. 
(4) S uses the following method to choose the queried 

range 
*
iR   1, ,i m   and then constructs the search 

token 
*
iT  for

*
iR . S finds out all the buckets (these buckets 

are from 
* *
1 , , nB B ) whose identities are in *

B MCRi
ID  . 

The set of these found buckets is denoted by *Ri
Set . Then, 

S randomly chooses a range as 
*
iR s.t. * *R Ri i

Set MC  

 *Ri
MC  denotes the minimal cover of *

iR . Namely, the 

minimal cover of 
*
iR is *Ri

Set . Finally, for the queried 

range 
*
iR , S runs the algorithm KeyGen to generate secret 

keys and then generates the search token 
*
iT . As the secret 

keys are computationally indistinguishable [34], 
*
iT  and 

iT  are computationally indistinguishable. Thus,

 * * *
1 , , mT T T   and  1, , mT T T   are computationally 

indistinguishable. 
Since each item in V and *V  are computationally 

indistinguishable, we have the conclusion that RSAC 
satisfies the security definition presented in Theorem 1. 
 
6 CONCLUSION 
 

This paper proposes bucket policy, which supports 
range search and access control. Then we construct secure 
index by using bucket policy. Finally, based on the secure 
index, we propose a method named RSAC for performing 
range searches and access control over encrypted multi-
dimensional data. Unlike Order Preserving Encryption, 
RSAC encrypts data using a secure encryption method and 
stores ciphertexts in each bucket as a single unit ensuring 
that the ordering information of ciphertexts is well 
protected. Additionally, RSAC considers access control by 
building a secure index for each bucket and distributing 
different secret keys to different users, allowing each user 
to only generate search tokens within his/her privilege. 
Unlike other public key-based encryption schemes, after 
the data owner distributes the secret key to a user, the user 
can generate search tokens on his/her own, which avoids 
the multi-round communication between the data owner 
and users to obtain search tokens. With RSAC, the data 
owner can set access privileges for his/her encrypted multi-
dimensional data on the cloud server, and users can use 
their secret keys to generate search tokens and perform 
range searches within their own privileges. Because the 
underlying CP-ABE method used in RSAC is a public key 
encryption method, there are still some shortcomings in 
efficiency. Therefore, in future work, we hope to improve 

the underlying CP-ABE method and propose a more 
efficient scheme that supports access control and range 
queries over encrypted multi-dimensional data. Moreover, 
we also hope to study homomorphic setting of user 
privileges, specifically the revocation and the updating of 
privileges in our proposed RSAC scheme. 
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